
Rebuilding Trust in a Relationship Worksheets

Understanding Trust Worksheet

Personal Reflections

1. What does trust mean to you in the context of a relationship?

2. Write down one or more incidents where you felt trust was strong in your relationship.

3. Describe a situation when trust was compromised in your relationship.

Discussion with Your Partner

After completing your personal reflections, share your responses with your partner. Discuss their 
responses as well.

1. Compare your definitions of trust. Are there similarities? Differences?

2. Discuss the incidents you each described where trust felt strong. How do your experiences 
overlap or differ?

3. Share and discuss the situations where each of you felt trust was compromised. How did it impact 
you and your relationship?



Relationship Check-In Worksheet

Even the strongest relationships can benefit from regular check-ins. This worksheet is designed to 
guide couples through a series of reflections and discussions across different aspects of their 
relationship.
Couples are encouraged to reflect on each category individually and then share their thoughts with 
their partner.

Beliefs and Values

How aligned do you feel in your shared beliefs and values currently?

Rate Your Satisfaction (1-10 scale):

Priority for Improvement:               Yes               No

Communication

How effectively do you feel we are communicating with each other?

Rate Your Satisfaction (1-10):

Priority for Improvement:               Yes               No

Family and Friends

How supported do you feel by our family and friends, and how well do we integrate them into our 
lives?

Rate Your Satisfaction (1-10):

Priority for Improvement:               Yes               No

Finances and Household

How satisfied are you with our financial planning, spending habits, and household management?

Rate Your Satisfaction (1-10):

Priority for Improvement:               Yes               No



Intimacy

How connected do you feel in terms of emotional and physical intimacy?

Rate Your Satisfaction (1-10):

Priority for Improvement:               Yes               No

Discussion and Planning

After reflecting on each category, partners should discuss their thoughts and feelings. This 
discussion is a critical step towards understanding each other’s perspectives and setting goals for 
the relationship.
Now, create an action plan for categories marked as a priority for improvement.

Specify Concerns

List any specific concerns that need to be addressed:

Goals

Define clear goals to improve in this area:

Action Steps

List specific actions both partners agree to take:

Check-In Schedule

Set dates for future check-ins to review progress:



Trust-Building Activities Worksheet

This worksheet is designed to facilitate trust-building between partners through a series of planned 
activities. Trust is the cornerstone of any meaningful relationship; engaging in activities intentionally 
designed to enhance trust can significantly strengthen your connection.

Instructions:
Together with your partner, decide on activities from the following categories that you both are willing 
to participate in. Schedule dates for these activities and commit to approaching them with openness, 
honesty, and vulnerability.

Mutual Reliance Activities

These activities require you and your partner to rely on each other to achieve a common goal or 
complete a task. This physical or emotional reliance can foster trust through demonstrated reliability 
and teamwork.

Activity Suggestions:

Partner-guided obstacle course (blindfolded partner navigates obstacles with verbal instructions).
Tandem kayak or bicycle ride.
Building a piece of furniture together.

Chosen Activity:

Scheduled Date:

Preparation Required (if any):

Outcome & Reflection:

Vulnerability Sharing Sessions

Creating a safe space to share vulnerabilities can deepen mutual understanding and empathy, key 
components of trust. These sessions are dedicated times to share thoughts, feelings, or fears that 
you might usually keep to yourself.



Activity Suggestions:

Sharing personal stories from childhood.
Discussions about fears and dreams.
Expressing needs and desires within the relationship that haven't been communicated.

Chosen Session Focus:

Scheduled Date:

Guidelines for Respectful Listening:

Outcomes & Reflection:

Commitment Projects

Engage in a long-term project or activity that requires commitment from both partners. Seeing each 
other follow through over time builds trust in each other's dedication to shared goals.

Activity Suggestions:

Starting a small garden together.
Committing to a weekly class or workshop for a month.
Planning and executing a small home renovation project.

Chosen Project:

Scheduled Start Date:

Planned Duration:

Outcome & Reflection:



Planning Future Trust-Building Activities

Based on your reflections, discuss any further activities you wish to pursue. Consider setting regular 
intervals (e.g., monthly) to engage in trust-building exercises. This ongoing commitment can lay a 
strong foundation for a deeply trusting relationship.

Future Activities Planned:

Scheduled Dates:

Commitments Made:


	1 What does trust mean to you in the context of a relationshipRow1: Within a relationship, trust for me means having complete confidence in my partner. It's the belief that they will be honest, reliable, and remain committed to our relationship's values. It involves feeling secure, knowing they have my back, and that our shared secrets remain safe.
	2 Write down one or more incidents where you felt trust was strong in your relationshipRow1: An example of strong trust was when we managed to navigate a long-distance phase in our relationship. Despite the physical distance and time difference, we kept our communication consistent, were open about our feelings, and stayed committed to each other. This experience further strengthened my trust in the relationship, knowing that we could withstand challenging times.
	3 Describe a situation when trust was compromised in your relationshipRow1: A time when trust was compromised was when I discovered my partner had lied about spending time with an ex. Even though it was a casual meet-up with no ill intentions, the fact they felt the need to hide it from me shook my trust in our relationship.
	1 Compare your definitions of trust Are there similarities DifferencesRow1: We both have aspects of reliability and emotional safety in our definitions, which shows we value those elements. However, I tend to focus more on actions while you emphasize the emotional component.
	2 Discuss the incidents you each described where trust felt strong How do your experiences overlap or differRow1: Our incidents reveal different situations but the underlying feeling is similar. We recognize trust as support in crucial life decisions and the sharing of personal space. It shows that we understand trust through acts of tangible support and vulnerability.
	3 Share and discuss the situations where each of you felt trust was compromised How did it impact you and your relationshipRow1: Both situations involved a lack of communication about significant life decisions, affecting our trust in different ways. They impacted our sense of unity and made us question our partner's consideration of our feelings. Moving forward, we need to ensure we're both fully aware and involved in big decisions.
	How aligned do you feel in your shared beliefs and values currentlyRow1: We mostly share the same core values but sometimes disagree on political beliefs.
	Rate Your Satisfaction 110 scale: 8
	How effectively do you feel we are communicating with each otherRow1: Lately, our communication has been more reactive than proactive, especially when busy or stressed.
	Rate Your Satisfaction 110: 5
	How supported do you feel by our family and friends and how well do we integrate them into our livesRow1: Very supported. Our families are a big part of our lives, and we have a close circle of friends.
	Rate Your Satisfaction 110_2: 9
	How satisfied are you with our financial planning spending habits and household managementRow1: We're good at saving, but our monthly budgeting for expenses could improve. Household chores are unevenly split.
	Rate Your Satisfaction 110_3: 6
	How connected do you feel in terms of emotional and physical intimacyRow1: Emotionally, we are connected, but physically, we've been distant due to stress and busy schedules.
	Rate Your Satisfaction 110_4: 6
	List any specific concerns that need to be addressedRow1: Stress and business leading to reactive communication.

Need better monthly budgeting and a fair division of household chores.

Lack of physical closeness has been impacting our emotional intimacy.
	Define clear goals to improve in this areaRow1: Improve the quality of our daily communication and ensure we're proactively discussing feelings and needs.

Create a joint monthly budget and a more equitable chore schedule.

Increase physical closeness and ensure we are making time for intimacy.
	List specific actions both partners agree to takeRow1: Implement a nightly check-in ritual where we spend at least 15 minutes talking about our day and feelings without distractions.

Set a monthly budget meeting on the last Sunday of each month. Create a chore wheel to rotate responsibilities weekly.

Schedule regular date nights that are focused on reconnecting physically and emotionally. Start practicing a daily moment of affection, like a hug or a kiss, to maintain physical closeness.
	Set dates for future checkins to review progressRow1: Weekly to discuss our feelings and progress.
	Chosen ActivityRow1: Building a piece of furniture together.
	Scheduled Date: June 15, 2024
	Preparation Required if anyRow1: Purchase a furniture assembly kit and set aside tools (screwdriver, hammer).
	Outcome  ReflectionRow1: Building the bookshelf together required us to communicate effectively and rely on each other's strengths. It felt rewarding to see the finished product and know we accomplished it together. It highlighted how well we can work as a team when we are patient and listen to each other’s ideas.
	Chosen Session FocusRow1: Sharing personal stories from childhood.
	Scheduled Date_2: June 22, 2024
	Guidelines for Respectful ListeningRow1: Create a no-judgment zone, listen actively without interrupting, and provide supportive feedback.
	Outcomes  ReflectionRow1:  Sharing our childhood stories brought up a lot of emotions we hadn’t anticipated. It gave us a deeper understanding of why we react to certain situations in our adult lives. This session made us feel closer and more empathetic towards each other on a level we hadn't reached before.
	Chosen ProjectRow1: Starting a small garden together.
	Scheduled Date_3:  July 1, 2024
	Planned Duration: Ongoing through the season
	Outcome  ReflectionRow1_2: This project taught us a lot about planning, maintaining commitment, and the joys of watching something grow because of our joint effort. It was a metaphor for our relationship; nurturing our garden reminded us of the importance of nurturing our connection, showing patience, and enjoying the fruits of our labor. Seeing the garden flourish strengthened our trust in each other's commitment to shared goals.
	Future Activities PlannedRow1: Committing to a weekly dance class — it's something completely out of our comfort zones, which makes it appealing as a trust and bonding experience.
	Scheduled Dates:  Starting August 5, 2023, for 8 weeks.
	Commitments MadeRow1: We've agreed to avoid making excuses and support each other through this new challenge. Also, we plan to review our experiences regularly to ensure we’re both feeling positive about our progress and to plan more trust-building activities in the future.
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